
patrickstull

THE ARTIST

71 years old, spent last 18 years in the artistic world. Stull 
has worked in various art mediums, sculpture, paint, 
poetry, photography, mix media and audio to create a 
unique once in a lifetime, all-encompassing experience. 
Educated at San Diego State University with degrees in 
Psychology, Economics and Philosophy during the 1960’s.

• He has been featured on Broadcast (TV and Radio) and 
local and national print media with two major multi-media 
exhibitions.

• He is a product of a Catholic Irish/German family, one 
of five children where work, discipline & religion took 
precedence over emotional expressions of the self a 
different kind of loving environment. 

• Being a husband of thirty-plus years & father to two has 
taught him the power of kindness, love and commitment.

Stull creates unique imagery based mostly about our humanity.
Recently he has ventured into the world of surrealism and artistic expression.



ENCOUNTERS – BOOK 2
Unique photographic images centers on the lives of women. 

Encounters is a collection of imagery created and compiled over 

the last 18 years to inspire and challenge the observer while 

always empowering the subject. The imagery is coupled with 

text, odes and perspectives about the human experience and 

existence itself. The imagery is mostly an explication, an intimate 

view of the lives of women and our relationship to them – on 

an individual and cultural level. However, there are images of 

men included in this work. A portion of the portfolio presents 

something more than a photographic image. Here, the imagery 

is developed into contemplative surreal art pieces where the 

viewer is transported into the depths of their own psyche, 

challenging them to see something new.



HIDDEN DIMENSION - BOOK 3

Human, a confusing state of being - something apart from the 

other animals that roam the earth. Hidden beneath the flesh 

and violent nature resides our other self, a hidden dimension. 

It’s a universe of past physical and cerebral encounters we have 

experienced with the outside world, all chemically imprinted 

somewhere in the mind, communing with our more ethereal 

cosmic energy source. You may call them feelings, I see them as 

the godlike particles, our hidden self. 



PUBLISHED BOOKS - EXHIBITIONS - MEDIA:

Books:

•    Hidden Dimensions : What lies beneath the photographic image | Book 2018

• Encounters : Compositions about women, art, nature and men | Book 2018

• Evolve : Woman’s Journey | Book 2006

• Being Different : Individuals in our society that are not the norm | Book 2019

• The Power of Art: The transition form photography into art | Book 2019

Exhibitions:

• Hidden Dimensions : European Openning | 2019/2020

• Evolve : A Woman’s Journey - San Francisco Fort Mason | Exhibition 2006

• The Six Jewish Girls : San Francisco Yerba Buena Center for the Arts | Exhibition 2004

Stull has been interviewed on radio, television and various national and local 

print publications. The following are a few examples:

For more details: patrickstull.com

https://istoptheviolence.com/
http://patrickstull.com/


THE ART • PHOTOGRAPHY • THE BODYWORK:

Stull’s perspective is that the artist’s main purpose is to challenge the viewer 

to discover something within, that lies deep beneath the surface. Something 

that allows them to commune with their humanity. The subject, the lighting, 

the composition is significantly more important than the photographer or 

artist in defining the visual experience. 

Our efforts are to launch nationally and globally two new exhibition while 

producing many more books. 

“Art - a vehicle to open our minds and propel us emotional and physically to 

enrich our lives”

– THANK YOU –


